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ARBA SQUARE, THE STORY OF AN IDEA MADE IN ITALY 

  Arba Square is a line of Made in Italy bags created and developed by Giovanni Francesco Duro, 
an independent designer based in Turin, who has redesigned the concept of bags and fashion 
accessories in contemporary style: functional and unusual, yet without forgetting their Italian style 
personality.  

ARBA SQUARE AND GIOVANNI FRANCESCO DURO, ITS DESIGNER 

  “Arba Square seeks to be a benchmark for the women who choose it; an ally and a way of feeling 
comfortable and free to express their creativity and identity at any time of day and in any situation. 
Hence our slogan “Dress up your world”. 

THE CONCEPT

The concept is both simple and ingenious: 
• The fixed element is the body of the bag, made in E-Flex, an advanced material that’s vegan-friendly, 

hardwearing and ultra-lightweight, with a soft texture similar to suede.  
• The interchangeable elements are the fabric components that dress the body of the bag, available in seasonal 

collections which feature a variety of patterns, shapes and materials. 
• Changing the Cover is a simple and quick operation done at home by dressing the body of the bag with the 

fabric component and securing it with the external buttons.



THE BAG

THE SHAPE AND THE LINES OF DESIGN 

  Arba Square makes its debut with a roomy tote 
bag with a semi-rigid structure muted by a soft, 
flexible material, ergonomic handles and two 
buttons on either side which not only play an 
essential role, but also make the product 
recognisable. The shape of the bag follows the 
contours of the shoulder, making it comfortable to 
wear even over a coat. It features horizontal zip 
closure and a removable inner compartment 
secured with velcro, which is divided into a large 
closed pocket suitable for an iPad and two smaller 
open pockets.

  The production process prioritises high-
quality Made in Italy materials. The body of 
the bag is made using E-Flex, a polymeric 
foam in 3 mm sheets, which are shaped, 
cut and sewn just like leather.

  This allows the construction of a complex structure 
which is flexible yet stable. E-Flex offers a series of 
excellent technical characteristics: it is not of animal 
origin, so it’s suitable for consumers who prefer vegan 
products; it has an extraordinary soft texture; it’s 
lightweight, flexible, non-toxic, washable, resistant to 
scratches and abrasion and has a natural elasticity that 
allows it to return to its original shape after stress. 



The bag

THE BAG

PRICE CATALOG

- Body of  the Bag made in E-Flex . 
- Removable inner compartment made in E-Flex . 
- 4 standard buttons. 

External mesure: 40 x 35 x 11 cm

Wholesale price 40€  (Tax excluded)

Removable inner compartment



cover
The Cover express all the faces and personalities the bag can adopt. Made in robust, washable fabrics in a range of finishes and textures, 
these are contoured to fit perfectly around the bag and be secured easily with the maxi buttons.



linea 
  essential 

- Cover Sun Orange - Cover Beet Red - Cover Black Onyx - Cover Moon Rock

Wholesale price 14€  (Tax excluded) Wholesale price 14€  (Tax excluded) Wholesale price 14€  (Tax excluded) Wholesale price 14€  (Tax excluded)

Cotton fabric Cotton fabric Cotton fabric Cotton fabric



linea 
  essential 

- Cover Seventies

Wholesale price 16€  (Tax excluded)

-  Polyester fabric

- Cover Elegance 70s - Cover Revival 

Wholesale price 16€  (Tax excluded) Wholesale price 16€  (Tax excluded)

-  Mixed cotton/polyester fabric -  Mixed cotton/polyester fabric



linea 
  essential 

- Cover Decò - Cover Optical

Wholesale price 16.50€  (Tax excluded)

Polyester fabric

Wholesale price 16.50€  (Tax excluded)

Polyester fabric



linea 
  urban 

- Cover Plissa - Cover Felpa - Cover Dolly
Cotton fabricPolyester fabric Polyester fabric

Wholesale price 16€  (Tax excluded) Wholesale price 16€  (Tax excluded) Wholesale price 16€  (Tax excluded)



linea 
  exclusive 

- Cover Terry- Cover San Gallo - Cover Camoss
Cotton fabric -  Mixed wool/polyester fabric -  Polyester fabric

Wholesale price 18€  (Tax excluded)Wholesale price 18€  (Tax excluded) Wholesale price 18€  (Tax excluded)




